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Summary 
In 1981 Sadler documented an inverse log-log relationship between sedimentation rate and the 
elapsed time over which the rate is measured. The explanation is that the longer the section the 
greater number of sedimentary breaks present. Based on the work of Plotnick (1986), and 
Middleton, et al. (1995), it has been suggested that sedimentation rates and the durations of the 
intervening breaks display fractal-like properties. The fractal “curdling” method generates a 
“Devils' staircase” of cumulative thickness plotted against elapsed time for a hypothetical 
section. The larger breaks may be equated to the geologically more significant types of 
sedimentary break, including sequence boundaries and unconformities of tectonic origin. This 
new understanding confirms Ager’s (1973) suggestion that the stratigraphic record is “more gap 
than record”. Bailey and Smith (2010) argued that the stratigraphic record consists of an 
assemblage of “frozen accidents.” This description of stratigraphic processes does not confirm a 
true “fractal” distribution of physical scales and times scales. The “self-similarity” of stratigraphic 
features at all scales (a key indicator of a fractal process), such as sequences, is superficial, 
and the fractal model is negated by the fact that there is a wide range of unrelated geological 
processes involved in the development of the stratigraphic record. However, the new data 
relating to sedimentation rates and time scales is “fractal-like” and requires a different approach 
to an understanding of the stratigraphic record. 
 
Gerard Middleton’s contributions to the development of modern Stratigraphy 
 
Gerard Middleton was deeply interested in 
geological processes, and was one of the 
leaders of the revolution in sedimentology 
that helped to transform Stratigraphy from a 
dull, descriptive discipline into a dynamic 
science that provides a wealth of qualitative 
and quantitative techniques for interpreting 
geological history. Here I address just one of 
his interests. Building on the work of Roy 
Plotnick, and in collaboration with him, in 
1995 he explored the topic of “Nonlinear 
dynamics and fractals: New numerical 
techniques for sedimentary data sets.”  
 
The concept of the fractal is that complex 
objects or processes may be described by 
size, scale or temporal parameters, the 
relationship between which, is invariant at all 

 

Fig. 1. Sadler’s log-log plot interpreted in 
terms of sedimentary processes. Bold-face 
numerals refer to specific time-rate 
combinations in a Sedimentation Rate 
Scale (Miall, 2015). 
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physical scales. For example, sequences exhibit a considerable degree of “self-similarity over a 
wide range of physical scales. 
 
The Sadler plot and its interpretation 
 
Sadler (1981) documented an inverse log-log relationship between sedimentation rate and the 
elapsed time over which the rate is measured. Modern chronostratigraphic methods have 
yielded a wealth of information on the duration and sedimentation rates of stratigraphic sections, 
and sedimentological analysis has yielded interpretations of the processes operating at these 
rates over all geological time scales (Miall, 2015, 2022). These processes constitute a a natural 
hierarchy corresponding to the natural hierarchy of temporal processes (diurnal, lunar, 
seasonal, geomorphic threshold, tectonic, etc.). Fig. 1 illustrates how Sadler’s data may be 
interpreted in terms of this range of processes, and has yielded a Sedimentation Rate Scale 
that relates the rates of typical sedimentary processes to the durations over which they 
commonly operate (from Miall, 2015). 
 
An additional outcome of the analysis is the recognition that sedimentary breaks, ranging from 
local hiatuses and diastems up to regional stratigraphic nonconformities and angular 
unconformities, constitute a parallel hierarchy, with durations ranging from 10-6 to 108 years. 
These fall into four natural groups, based on causal processes, as shown in Table 1 (from Miall, 
2016). 
 

Table 1: A classification of unconformities 
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This model of sedimentation and sedimentary breaks is 
superficially fractal in nature, but the distribution of rates 
and time scales is the result of a diversity of geological 
processes operating simultaneously but essentially 
independently. However, the introduction of the concept of 
fractals was important in affirming for geologists the 
significance of the enormous range of time and rate scales 
represented by the geological record (spanning 15 orders 
of magnitude). 
 
The fragmentary nature of stratigraphic preservation led 
Bailey and Smith (2010) to coin the term “frozen 
accidents” to describe the reality of the stratigraphic 
record. 
 
Implications of the “frozen accidents” model of 
stratigraphy 
 
Holbrook and Miall (2020) offered a detailed discussion of 
the implications of this new way of confronting the stratigraphic record. Amongst the points raised 
are the following: 
 
1) Sedimentation rates measured from the sedimentary record are typically a small fraction 

(commonly <10%) of the rates measured in comparable settings in modern or recent 
sediments. In most settings, only a small fraction of elapsed time is represented by the 
preserved stratigraphic record. 

2) Sedimentary breaks (unconformities, diastems, hiatuses, etc.) constitute a continuum in 
duration. They may be classified into four broad groups on the basis of the geological 
processes at work over the relevant time ranges (see Table above) 

3) Despite the fragmentary nature of the record, stratigraphy and its component specializations 
(facies analysis, sequence stratigraphy) “work” because of the predominance of certain key 
geological processes functioning at specific time scales. 
 

The fractal method of analysis, termed “curdling”, yields a “Devil’s Staircase” (Fig. 2). This shows 
how sediments accumulate as a series of clusters of varying lengths. Vertical increments of the 
graph correspond to intervals of sedimentation; horizontal plateaus represent periods of non-
accumulation—the surfaces of “stasis” of Tipper (2015), or surfaces where sediment has been 
removed by erosion. Sequence stratigraphy is essentially a study of the repetitive cycle of 
accumulation followed by the next gap, at various scales. The larger, more obvious gaps (the 
longer plateaus in Fig. 2) define for us the major sequences, over a range of time scales. The 
prominence of particular ranges of ‘accumulation plus gap’ length in the first data sets compiled 
by Vail et al. (1977) was what led to the establishment of the sequence hierarchy of first-order, 
second-order, and so on. That this has now been shown to be an incomplete representation of 
nature (Miall 2010; Schlager 2005) does not alter the fact that there is a limited range of processes 
that control accumulation, and these have fairly well defined rates which, nevertheless, overlap in 
time to some extent.  

 

Fig. 2. A Devil’s staircase: a 
model of elapsed time versus 
accumulated sediment 
thickness built using a fractal 
model (from Miall, 2015). 
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The examples provided here confirm that stratigraphy can be said to consist of a set of “frozen 
accidents” (Bailey and Smith, 2010). 
 
Examples of the new 
stratigraphic analysis 
 
Figure 3 is an example of 
a sedimentological 
analysis of a fluvial-to-
eolian transition (Kayenta-
Navajo) preserved in 
southern Utah (from 
Hassan et al., 2018). Note 
the resemblance of the 
accumulation line to a 
Devil’s Staircase. Four 
facies associations have 
been recognized: 1: 
braided fluvial; 2: sheet-
flow terminal fan; 3: erg-
margin sand sheets; 4: 
major eolian dunes. The 
occurrence of these associations is crudely cyclic, and is attributed to the influence of humid-to-
arid climatic cycles, probably orbital in origin. There are numerous surfaces of non-
deposition/erosion—the stasis surfaces of Tipper (2015), and at least two “super-surfaces”, in 
the terminology of Kocurek (1988). Intervals of sedimentation preserved in the rock record are 
indicated by the green bars. They total about 28% of the total elapsed time.   
 
The second example is from the work of Holbrook (1996, 2001) and Holbrook and Bhattacharya 
(2012). This field study revealed an architecture consisting of depositional units nested within 
each other over a nine-fold hierarchy, from the bedset to the sequence. (Fig. 4). The numbering 
of the bounding surfaces that define the units over these nine scales is based on that of Miall 
(1996). Figure 4 provides a set of nested Wheeler diagram at three levels of this hierarchy. 
Panel B provides an analysis of the four valley fills situated between the major sequence 
boundaries; Diagram C is a Wheeler diagram at an expanded time scale of the five 7th-order 
nested valley fills that constitute valley-fill unit #3, and inset diagram D is a Wheeler diagram of 
the youngest nested valley fill showing the time and space distribution of channel belts 
(bounding-surface order 6). Miall et al. (2021) provided a discussion of the times scales and 
sedimentation rates that may be deduced from these nested Wheeler diagrams. Clearly, a 
significant amount of the elapsed time represented by this section is not recorded by sediment. 
The time-scale distribution of preserved units and intervening sedimentary breaks is 
hierarchical, and confirms the “fractal-like” character of sedimentary preservation in this deposit. 
 
Other examples of this type of stratigraphic analysis are provided by Bhattacharya et al. (2019), 
Miall et al. (2021) and Miall (2022). 

 

Fig. 3. Analysis of a set of four fluvial-to-eolian cycles in the 
Kayenta-Navajo transition, near Kanab, Utah. Adapted from 
Hassan et al. (2018). This diagram is a modern version of a type 
of plot pioneered by Barrell (1917). 
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The Stratigraphy Machine 
The generation of the stratigraphic 
record by multiple processes 
overlapping in time can be 
encapsulated in the form of a machine, 
as suggested in Fig. 5. The term 
“Stratigraphy Machine” is borrowed 
from Smith (1994). To read and 
interpret this diagram, start with the red 
horizontal arrow at the left. Where 
accommodation is created by 
subsidence or base-level change, 
sedimentation is initiated by short-term 
processes, such as marine or 
nonmarine movement of sediment to 
generate bedforms, bars, and channels. 
These may be replaced many times by 
local autogenic processes, as 
suggested by the row labelled “cycles to 
preserve”. Ultimately a few centimeters 
or meters of deposit are either 
preserved by channel abandonment 
and burial, as shown by the downward-
directed red arrow, or are uplifted and 
removed, as indicated by the upward-
directed black arrow. Where 
preservation occurs, over longer-term 
time periods, this temporary deposit will 
then be subjected to longer-term 
geological processes, as shown by the 
diagonal yellow arrow, and so this 
continues through the full extent of geological time, with further preservation, or removal, subject 
to the action of geological processes over progressively longer time periods. The final 
fragments, containing all the preserved sedimentary breaks, are conserved in whatever 
accommodation has been generated by long-term subsidence, or are subject to orogenic uplift 
and permanent removal.  
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Fig. 4. A) 3-km panel of the fluvial Mesa Rica 
Sandstone (Middle Cretaceous), southeastern 
Colorado, showing the hierarchy of bounding 
surfaces from sequence boundary to channel belt. 
B, C, D) Wheeler diagrams at three levels of the 
stratigraphic hierarchy. Time scales are arbitrary. 
Based on the work of Holbrook (1996, 2001) and 
Holbrook and Bhattacharya (2012). 
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